Q: There are rental contracts that cover fueling, Maintenance and manpower (driver), can we use this option in comparing with buying?
A: Yes, all the costs should be compared to ensure accurate like-for-like comparison.

Q. Can we compare between the international companies, UN agencies and NGOs if they use the same policy regarding renting or buying vehicles?
A: Yes, why not? Many commercial companies display good practice in the renting of vehicles and making sure the rental companies comply with their standards of road safety and vehicle operating good practice.

Q. Do you have an example of where an organisation chooses to rent over buy?
A: Yes, where the donor will not allow the purchase of vehicles with its funds, but accepts rental charges. In countries where the security situation is very challenging, e.g. Somalia, rental vehicles are used to maintain low profile. Currently, there is extensive rental of vehicles by agencies in Yemen due to the difficulty in importing vehicles as well as the security situation.

Q: Should the vehicle selection be fit for purpose to use?
A: Yes, fit for purpose in two different ways. Fit for purpose in that it should be an appropriate vehicle for the given task – i.e. a heavy duty 4x4 vehicle if the journey is off road in tough conditions. As well as in an appropriate condition for the task, i.e fully roadworthy with the necessary equipment for the task.

Q: Where can I find the link to the Knowledge Platform?
A: [https://knowledge.fleetforum.org](https://knowledge.fleetforum.org)

Q: Where can I find the Total Cost of Ownership Tool?
A: The TCO tool can be found on our Knowledge Platform. It is available for everyone through this link: [https://knowledge.fleetforum.org/knowledge-base/article/understanding-total-costs-of-ownership](https://knowledge.fleetforum.org/knowledge-base/article/understanding-total-costs-of-ownership) The tool is found at the bottom of the article.

Q: Where can I find the link to the other webinars?
A: [https://knowledge.fleetforum.org/knowledge-base/articles/training](https://knowledge.fleetforum.org/knowledge-base/articles/training)